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Abstract
Much recent work in bilingual lexicon induc-
tion (BLI) views word embeddings as vec-
tors in Euclidean space. As such, BLI is
typically solved by finding a linear transfor-
mation that maps embeddings to a common
space. Alternatively, word embeddings may
be understood as nodes in a weighted graph.
This framing allows us to examine a node’s
graph neighborhood without assuming a lin-
ear transform, and exploits new techniques
from the graph matching optimization litera-
ture. These contrasting approaches have not
been compared in BLI so far. In this work,
we study the behavior of Euclidean versus
graph-based approaches to BLI under differ-
ing data conditions and show that they com-
plement each other when combined. We re-
lease our code at https://github.com/
kellymarchisio/euc-v-graph-bli.

1 Introduction

Bilingual lexicons are useful in many natural lan-
guage processing tasks including constrained de-
coding in machine translation, cross-lingual infor-
mation retrieval, and unsupervised machine trans-
lation. There is a large literature inducing bilin-
gual lexicons from cross-lingual spaces. “Map-
ping" methods based on solving the orthogonal
Procrustes problem and its generalizations are pop-
ular, where languages are mapped to a common
space from which a lexicon is extracted. This has
been successful when word embedding spaces are
roughly isomorphic, but fails as embedding spaces
diverge (Søgaard et al., 2018; Vulić et al., 2019).

Rather than word embeddings in Euclidean
space, we can work with weighted graphs derived
from embeddings. Graphs may be full-connected
or sparse to capture the underlying data manifold.
For instance, we may create a similarity graph with
words as nodes and cosine distance between word
vectors as edges. The use of graphs in NLP has a
rich history, for tasks as varied as summarization,

part-of-speech tagging, syntactic parsing, informa-
tion extraction, measures of semantic similarity,
and evaluation of cross-lingual word embeddings
(Mihalcea and Radev, 2011; Nastase et al., 2015;
Fujinuma et al., 2019). Graphs can also represent
rich relationships like hyponym/hypernym, syntac-
tic roles, synonymy such as in WordNet (Miller,
1995) and Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008). We
focus on fully-connected graphs derived from pair-
wise cosine similarities between word embeddings.

The Euclidean view, exemplified by methods
solving the Procrustes problem, works with embed-
ding spaces and assumes the existence of a linear
transform that maps the spaces. The graph-based
view works with graphs for each language and
directly performs matching on edge pairs based
on neighborhood information. This view is exem-
plified by graph matching methods that solve the
quadratic assignment problem from the combina-
torial optimization literature. Ruder et al. (2018)
and Haghighi et al. (2008) incorporate related tech-
niques for bilingual lexicon induction. We use
Seeded Graph Matching (SGM; Fishkind et al.,
2019) as representative of this class of approach.
Figure 1 illustrates the differences between the
framings; while they both exploit the idea that
words with similar neighbors (in Euclidean or
graph space) should be translations of one another,
they implement the idea in very different ways.

We explore these two different views of BLI.
Our main contributions are (a) a thorough compari-
son of Euclidean vs. graph-based framings to BLI
under varying data conditions, and (b) a method
for combining both approaches that achieves better
performance than either alone.

We organize our work into three main experimen-
tal setup and results sections. First, we compare
standard algorithms of performing BLI via solu-
tions to the orthogonal Procrustes problem (“Pro-
crustes", for short) and SGM in Section 4; we
find that their performance varies depending on

https://github.com/kellymarchisio/euc-v-graph-bli
https://github.com/kellymarchisio/euc-v-graph-bli
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Figure 1: Comparing Euclidean (Procrustes) vs. Graph (SGM) views. (a) Euclidean view assumes common
embedding space and computes costs based on pairs of vectors. (b) Graph-based view assumes graph structure and
computes cost based on pairs of edges. Both exploit within-language neighborhood info but in different ways.

the number of seeds. SGM appears better when
using less seeds. Second, as it is common to im-
prove results by bootstrapping, we compare iter-
ative versions of Procrustes and SGM in Section
5. We find that Iterative Procrustes improves much
more rapidly than Iterative SGM. We also intro-
duce stochastic variants of the iterative algorithms
to improve robustness and experiment with active
learning setups. Finally, we present our combined
system which outperforms individual Procrustes
and SGM approaches in Section 6.

2 Background

BLI begins with two word embedding matrices:
X ∈ Rn×d represents the d-dimensional word em-
beddings for n vocabulary items in language X,
and Y ∈ Rm×d represents the m embeddings sep-
arately trained on monolingual data in language
Y. We assume seeds {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), ...(xs, ys)}
are given, which are supervised labels indicat-
ing translation correspondence between vocabulary
items in the languages. We sort the corresponding
submatrices of X and Y so each row of X ∈ Rs×d

and Y ∈ Rs×d corresponds to the seeds. Usually,
s is strictly smaller than both n and m and the
goal is to find translation correspondences in the
remaining words.

Procrustes and linear transforms: The popular
Procrustes-based methods for BLI (e.g. Artetxe
et al., 2016a, 2019; Conneau et al., 2018; Patra
et al., 2019) match seeds by calculating a linear
transformation W by a variant of the below:

min
W∈Rd×d

||XW −Y||2F (1)

If W is required to be orthogonal, then distances
between points are unchanged by the transform and
a closed form solution can be computed by singular
value decomposition (Schönemann, 1966).

Once languages are mapped to the same space
by W, nearest neighbor search finds additional
translation pairs. If W is known, one can find
translations by optimizing over permutations Π:

min
P∈Π
||XW −PY||2F (2)

P ∈ {0,1}n×n is permutation matrix that shuffles
the rows of Y. If we enforce the 1-to-1 correspon-
dence, this is linear assignment problem that is
solvable in polynomial time, e.g. with the Hungar-
ian algorithm (Kuhn, 1955) or Wasserstein meth-
ods (Grave et al., 2019a). In the NLP literature,
a large number of methods are based on the same
underlying idea of linear transform followed by cor-
respondence search/matching (see Related Work).

To extract lexicons, one performs nearest neigh-
bor search on the transformed embeddings. To
mitigate the hubness problem (where some words
are close to too many others) (Radovanovic et al.,
2010; Suzuki et al., 2013), Conneau et al. (2018)
modifies the similarity using cross-domain similar-
ity local scaling (CSLS) to penalize hubs. For x, y
in embedding space V :

CSLS(x, y) = 2 cos(x, y)− avg(x, k)− avg(y, k)

avg(v, k) =
1

k

∑
vn∈Nk(v,V )

cos(vn, v)

Nk(v, V ) returns the k-nearest-neighbors to v ∈ V
by cosine similarity (typically k = 10).
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Graph matching: In fields such as pattern recog-
nition, network science, and computer vision, there
exist a large body of related work termed “graph
matching." Rather than assuming the existence of
a linear transform between the embedding spaces,
these methods start with or construct two graphs
and try to match vertices such that neighborhood
structure is preserved. Intuitively, the motivation
of preserving neighborhood structure is the same
as Procrustes methods, but the absence of linear
transform W is an important distinction that po-
tentially makes graph matching more flexible. In-
deed, some recent BLI work argue against linear
transforms (Mohiuddin et al., 2020) and discuss
the failure modes due to lack of isometry (Søgaard
et al., 2018; Nakashole and Flauger, 2018; Ormaz-
abal et al., 2019; Glavaš et al., 2019; Vulić et al.,
2019; Patra et al., 2019; Marchisio et al., 2020).

For BLI, we may build the graphs as Gx =
XXT and Gy = YYT. For standard graph match-
ing objectives, we restrict the vocabularies of X
and Y to equal size, thus Gx,Gy ∈ Rn×n. We
find the optimal relabeling of nodes such that:

min
P∈Π
||Gx −PGyP

T||2F (3)

This is an instance of the quadratic assignment
problem and is much harder than Eq. 2. It is NP-
Hard (Sahni and Gonzalez, 1976) but various ap-
proximation methods exist. Vogelstein et al. (2015)
use the Frank-Wolfe method (Frank et al., 1956)
to find an approximate doubly-stochastic solution,
then project onto the space of permutation matrices.

When seeds are available, SGM can be applied to
solve the amended objective in Equation 4, where
s is the number of seeds and Πn−s is the set of
permutation matrices for the n− s non-seed words.
See Appendix for details.

min
P∈Πn−s

‖Gx − (Is ⊕P)Gy(Is ⊕P)T‖2F (4)

2.1 Differences between Procrustes and SGM
Two differences in behavior of Procrustes vs. SGM
are worth discussing for their relevance to BLI.

Procrustes is many-to-one; SGM is one-to-one.
After solving the orthogonal Procrustes problem,
translation pairs are selected by finding the y ∈ Y
that is closest to the mapped source word in xw ∈
XW. It is possible that the nearest neighbor to
both xw1 ∈ XW and xw2 ∈ XW may be y1 ∈ Y,
so {(xw1 , y1), (xw2 , y1)} may be induced as final

translation hypotheses. Conversely, SGM solutions
are strictly one-to-one; If xw1 is paired with y1,
then xw2 cannot be. As such, SGM may avoid hubs
naturally without CSLS. A way around the one-to-
one restriction is to use SoftSGM. For instance, if
xw1 is paired with y1 on 40% of internal runs of
SoftSGM and xw2 is paired with y1 on 40% of runs
(and y1 is the most frequent pairing for both xw1

and xw2), we may induce {(xw1 , y1), (xw2 , y1)} as
final hypotheses.

Procrustes is soft-seeded; SGM is hard-seeded.
Procrustes is “soft-seeded"; giving seed (x1, y1)
does not guarantee that x1 and y1 will be paired
in the solution, because y1 may not be the nearest
neighbor to the mapped xw1 . Conversely, SGM is
“hard-seeded": pairings given as seeds will always
appear in the solution. This is ideal when one is
confident about the quality of the seeds, but means
that SGM is not robust to errors in the seed set.

3 Experimental Setup

Because there are three methods and results
sections, we detail the experimental setup first.
We evaluate on English→German (En-De) and
Russian→English (Ru-En).

Monolingual Word Embeddings We use 300-
dimensional monolingual word embeddings trained
on Wikipedia using fastText (Bojanowski et al.,
2017).1 We normalize to unit length, mean-center,
and renormalize, following Artetxe et al. (2018a)
(“iterative normalization", Zhang et al. (2019)).

Data & Software Bilingual dictionaries from
MUSE2 are many-to-many lexicons of the 5000
most-frequent words from the source language,
paired with one or more target-side translations.
We filter each lexicon to be one-to-one for simplic-
ity of analysis. For source words with multiple
target words, we keep the first occurrence. This
is equivalent to randomly sampling a target sense
for polysemous source words because target words
are in arbitrary order. En-De originally contains
14667 pairs, and 4903 remain after filtering. Ru-En
has 7452 pairs, reduced to 4084. We use 100-4000
pairs as seeds, chosen in frequency order. The
rest are the test set. Seed/test splits are in Table
1. We use the public implementation of SGM with
random initialization from Graspologic3 (Chung

1https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/pretrained-vectors.html
2https://github.com/facebookresearch/MUSE
3https://github.com/microsoft/graspologic
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et al., 2019). We leave all other hyperparameters
as their defaults (maximum Franke-Wolfe itera-
tions: 30 with epsilon stopping criterion = 0.03,
shuffle_input=True).

Seeds 100 200 500 1000 2000 4000

En-De Test 4803 4703 4403 3903 2903 903
Ru-En Test 3984 3884 3584 3084 2084 84

Table 1: Seed/test set splits for En-De, Ru-En.

4 Non-Iterative Experiments

4.1 Methods
Procrustes We compare Procrustes versus SGM
methods when each is run once. We solve the or-
thogonal Procrustes problem of Equation 1 over
known seeds and apply the linear transform W to
the entire source embedding matrix X. For each
mapped source word in XW, we select y from tar-
get embedding matrix Y with the minimum CSLS
score as the translation.

SGM We construct graphs Gx = XXT and
Gy = YYT, which are matrices of cosine sim-
ilarity. We solve Equation 4 using the SGM algo-
rithm from Fishkind et al. (2019). We implement
Fishkind et al. (2019)’s SoftSGM algorithm by run-
ning SGM ten times, each time using a different
random initialization for the permutation matrix P.
This gives a probability distribution over matches.

Standard metrics for BLI are precision@1 and
precision@5 (p@1, p@5). Evaluating p@1 is
straightforward. For Procrustes p@5, we select
the five nearest neighbors per source word. Be-
cause SGM only makes one guess per source word,
we calculate p@5 using SoftSGM (Fishkind et al.,
2019), which returns a probability distribution over
possible matches given multiple runs of SGM. We
select the top five hypotheses per source word
from the probability distribution.4 We calculate
recall@5 and F1@5 analogously.

4.2 Results
Table 2 shows non-iterative results. SGM outper-
forms Procrustes in nearly all scenarios, and the
effect with less seeds is particularly marked: Pro-
crustes scores just 4.1% with 100 seeds and 16.6%
with 500 seeds for Ru-En, while SGM scores 50.1%

4There may be less than five hypotheses available per
source word if there is not great diversity in output hypotheses.

and 52.2%, respectively. With a moderate number
of seeds, Procrustes and SGM perform similarly.5

En-De Ru-En
Seeds Procrustes SGM Procrustes SGM

100 3.6 45.8 4.1 50.1
200 16.1 47.3 16.6 52.2
500 44.9 51.9 45.3 56.0

1000 57.2 54.9 56.6 58.1
2000 63.1 61.5 62.7 67.1
4000 70.8 74.2 67.9 89.3

Table 2: P@1 of Procrustes vs. SGM.

We evaluate p@5, recall@5, and F1@5 in Ta-
ble 3. SGM has considerably higher precision and
F1 than Procrustes across all experiments (by 50+
percentage points in extreme cases) but Procrustes
generally has greater recall when seed size is 500
or greater. With 100 or 200 seeds, SGM outper-
forms Procrustes across-the-board. We note the
difference in the number of translation hypotheses
induced for each method in “Total Hyps."

5 Iterative Experiments

5.1 Methods
It is popular to use the Procrustes solution itera-
tively. One applies the transformation calculated
via Procrustes, extracts a dictionary of translation
candidates, then uses those as seeds for the next
round of Procrustes. We develop an analogous it-
erative algorithm for SGM. Figure 2 illustrates the
two related approaches.

Figure 2: IterSGM [or IterProc]. Run SGM [or Pro-
crustes] in forward & reverse directions. Combine hy-
potheses and pass as seeds to SGM [Procrustes]. Pull
final translations on last iteration from forward run.

We run SGM or Procrustes and extract po-
tential translation pairs in source→target and

5SoftSGM performs similarly to SGM, so is not reported.
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Precision Recall F1 Total Hyps.
Seeds Procrustes SoftSGM Procrustes SoftSGM Procrustes SoftSGM Proc. SoftSGM

En-De

100 2.2 30.2 11.2 53.5 3.7 38.6 24015 8516
200 6.8 34.8 33.9 53.3 11.3 42.1 23515 7203
500 13.9 43.1 69.6 55.7 23.2 48.6 22015 5694

1000 15.9 48.2 79.6 57.1 26.5 52.3 19515 4625
2000 16.8 58.3 83.8 62.6 28.0 60.4 14515 3117
4000 17.2 74.2 86.2 74.2 28.7 74.2 4515 903

Ru-En

100 2.5 33.3 12.6 59.8 4.2 42.8 19920 7150
200 7.6 38.2 38.0 59.4 12.7 46.5 19420 6046
500 14.1 45.8 70.3 59.6 23.5 51.8 17920 4666

1000 16.0 53.8 80.0 59.8 26.7 56.6 15420 3430
2000 16.8 67.1 83.9 67.1 28.0 67.1 10420 2084
4000 17.1 89.3 85.7 89.3 28.5 89.3 420 84

Table 3: P@5, Recall@5, and F1@5 of Procrustes vs. SGM. “Total Hyps." = total number of hypotheses.

target→source language directions, resulting in
two sets of translation hypotheses (one hypothesis
per source word from each translation direction).
For Procrustes, this extraction is done with CSLS.
We intersect the hypotheses from the two direc-
tions, and feed the resulting set back to Procrustes
[or SGM] as seeds. We abbreviate the iterative
procedures as IterProc and IterSGM.

The general procedure is:

1. Run Procrustes [or SGM], forward direction.
2. Run Procrustes [or SGM], reverse direction.
3. Intersect the hypotheses from both directions.
4. Feed the hypotheses into step 1. Repeat.

Before step 1 for IterSGM, we form the graphs as
described in Section 4. For IterProc, we combine
the hypotheses in step 3 with the gold seeds, which
is unncessary for SGM because seeds are always
returned in the hypotheses.

How one select seeds in Step 4 for subsequent
rounds is important. We try three variations:

Add-All Itersect hypotheses from forward and
reverse directions. All become seeds for the next
round, for N total rounds. Advantage: all correct
pairs are passed to the next iteration. Disadvantage:
all incorrect hypotheses are, too.

Stochastic-Add Add up to H new hypotheses
each iteration; For iteration two, H random hy-
potheses from the intersection are chosen and
added to the gold seeds for the forward direction.
A separate random selection is taken for the reverse
direction. The next round, 2H random hypotheses

are chosen. This continues until all hypotheses are
used.6 This setting was designed to encourage ro-
bustness and improve accuracy by minimizing the
number of erroneous seeds passed to subsequent
rounds, to allow for recovery from mistakes. As
distinct subsets are passed to forward and reverse
directions, we encourage solutions of the runs to
also be different, increasing output diversity. When
intersecting the hypotheses, we aim to select pairs
which are most likely to be correct—having two
different solutions agree increases confidence that
the induced pairs are correct, and selecting only a
small subset allows recovery from mistakes. This
is particularly important for SGM, where incorrect
seeds are repeated in the output. In passing a subset
to the next round, some incorrect pairs are dropped,
and the model gets another chance to induce trans-
lations with a (presumably) stronger model. The
stochasticity builds in robustness.

Active-Learning Seeds may also be added in an
active learning fashion (“human-in-the-loop"). To
simulate a human judging hypothesis quality, we
use the union of hypotheses from forward and re-
verse directions and pass only correct hypotheses
as seeds for the next iteration.

For Add-All and active learning experiments,
we run for ten iterations (N = 10). For Stochastic-
Add, H = 100. Tuning H is for future work.

6If not enough seeds in the intersection, all are used.
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Add-All Stochastic-Add Active-Learning
Seeds IterProc IterSGM IterProc IterSGM IterProc IterSGM

En-De

100 61.3 47.2 62.1 (+0.8) 50.2 (+3.0) 66.1 (+4.8) 56.6 (+9.4)
200 61.5 48.2 62.0 (+0.5) 50.8 (+2.6) 66.3 (+4.8) 56.7 (+8.5)
500 62.6 52.1 62.8 (+0.2) 52.9 (+0.8) 66.6 (+4.0) 58.3 (+6.2)
1000 63.0 54.7 63.5 (+0.5) 54.8 (+0.1) 67.3 (+4.3) 59.5 (+4.8)
2000 65.2 61.4 65.2 (+0.0) 61.7 (+0.3) 69.1 (+3.9) 65.6 (+4.2)
4000 71.3 74.2 71.7 (+0.4) 74.4 (+0.2) 74.6 (+3.3) 75.4 (+1.2)

Ru-En

100 62.4 51.6 62.7 (+0.3) 56.3 (+4.7) 71.0 (+8.6) 62.5 (+10.9)
200 62.4 53.7 63.1 (+0.7) 56.4 (+2.7) 71.1 (+8.7) 61.9 (+8.2)
500 63.7 56.1 63.7 (+0.0) 58.0 (+1.9) 71.3 (+7.6) 63.1 (+7.0)
1000 64.0 58.1 64.0 (+0.0) 60.3 (+2.2) 71.2 (+7.2) 66.4 (+8.3)
2000 66.1 67.1 65.7 ( -0.4) 68.2 (+1.1) 72.3 (+6.2) 71.0 (+3.9)
4000 69.0 89.3 69.0 (+0.0) 89.3 (+0.0) 72.6 (+3.6) 89.3 (+0.0)

Table 4: P@1 of IterProc vs. IterSGM. Add-All runs for 10 iterations, seeding subsequent iterations with the
intersection of hypotheses from forward and reverse directions. For Stochastic-Add, seeds are fed in up to 100 at
a time until all are used. In parentheses is the improvement over Add-All.

5.2 Results

Results for IterProc and IterSGM are in Table 4.
In parentheses is the raw improvement over Add-
All. Unlike the single runs of Procrustes and SGM
from Table 2, IterProc outperforms IterSGM in
all scenarios with 1000 or less seeds, and for En-
De with 2000 seeds. Stochastic-Add outperforms
Add-All in nearly all experiments. Because SGM
is more sensitive to input seeds than Procrustes,
it particularly benefits from the stochastic setup
which minimizes its exposure to incorrect input
seeds and allows recovery from mistakes. Both
IterProc and IterSGM benefit from active learning,
showing the improved performance that may be
achieved from human-in-the-loop.

Figure 3 has p@1 for IterProc vs. IterSGM dur-
ing training (En-De, 100 seeds). Each data point
has the number of hypotheses in the intersection of
forward and reverse runs, and the precision of the
intersection [Precision (Hyps.)]. IterProc dramati-
cally underperforms SGM initially but quickly re-
covers. IterSGM stays roughly consistent through-
out iterations. Precision of IterProc rapidly im-
proves, but stays roughly the same for IterSGM.
The number of hypotheses in the intersection is
smaller for IterProc, suggesting that forward and
reverse directions disagree more, but the hypothe-
ses that they do agree upon are more precise.

The results in this section and the previous sug-
gest that Procrustes and SGM have complementary

strengths. While a single run of Procrustes strug-
gles to align word embedding spaces with little
supervision, it recovers when run iteratively. Con-
versely, one run of SGM dramatically outperforms
one run of Procrustes with low number of seeds but
does not improve much with iterations.

6 System Combination Experiments

6.1 Method

We create a combined system to see whether both
methods together can outperform either alone,
shown in Figure 4. For simplicity of implemen-
tation, we use Add-All IterProc and single runs of
SGM. Here, Procrustes and SGM feed off one an-
other to iteratively improve the solution. The com-
bined system is cyclic—one may choose where to
begin and end, with differing effect. There are two
main components and a hypothesis extraction step:

A. SGM Run in forward and reverse directions.
Intersect hypotheses and pass to next step.

B. IterProc Run for Iproc iterations.
C. Hypothesis Extraction Pull translation pairs

from a forward run of SGM (-PullSGM) or
IterProc (-PullProc). This results in one hy-
pothesis for each source word.

We set Iproc = 5 and N = 10. We start
from IterProc and pull results either from IterProc
(Start: IterProc -PullProc) or SGM (Start: IterProc
-PullSGM) on the final loop of the cycle. We repeat
the experiments starting from SGM (Start: SGM).
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Figure 3: P@1 of iterative methods, by iteration (En-De, 100 seeds). Y-axis has p@1 for the forward run of
Procrustes [SGM]. Seeds for subsequent iterations are drawn from the intersection of forward and reverse runs.
Size and precision of this intersection is labeled above each point as “Precision (Num Hyps)". Add-All adds all
hypotheses in the intersection as seeds to the next iteration. Stochastic-Add adds random samples of up to 100 new
hypotheses per iteration. Active Learning adds all correct hypotheses.

Figure 4: Combined cyclic system. SGM and Add-
All IterProc are interspersed. Begin and end any-
where on the cycle. (1) Run SGM [or IterProc] in
forward/reverse direction. (2) Intersect hypotheses and
pass to forward/reverse IterProc [SGM] as seeds. (3)
Pull final translations after N th cycle from forward
SGM [IterProc].

6.2 Results

Results for the combined cyclic system are in Ta-
ble 5. The “Previous Best" column has the best
performance from previous experiments (exclud-
ing active learning). For all seed levels, the cyclic
system can equal or outperform the previous best
performance from earlier experiments with single
and iterative Procrustes or SGM.

Looking down the “-PullProc" columns, we dis-
cover that it hardly matters whether we begin the
cycle with IterProc or SGM. The same is true for
“-PullSGM". Whether -PullProc or -PullSGM is

Figure 5: Whether pulling from IterProc or SGM is pre-
ferred in the combined cyclic system depends on the
number of seeds, with IterProc preferred with a low
number of seeds, and SGM preferred with more.

preferred appears to be on a continuum, depicted
in Figure 5. For a low seed count, -PullProc is
preferred, with the effect more pronounced as seed
size diminishes. Conversely, -PullSGM is increas-
ingly preferred as seed set size increases.

7 Discussion & Future Directions

Though much work in BLI takes a Euclidean view
and elicits solutions via methods such as solutions
to the generalized Procrustes problem, BLI may
also be viewed as a graph-based problem. Parts
of the graph-based view have appeared in existing
work, but no one has yet to compare the differ-
ent framings in the context of BLI. We perform
this analysis for two high-resource language pairs
with well-trained embeddings from Wikipedia, in
a restricted data context. Under our experimental
settings, we find that:

1. Procrustes-based methods and SGM behave
differently under differing contexts (namely,
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Combination Methods
-PullProc -PullSGM

Seeds Prev. Best Start: IterProc Start: SGM Start: IterProc Start: SGM

En-De

100 62.1 62.2 62.1 59.7 59.5
200 62.0 62.8 62.6 60.4 60.4
500 62.8 63.5 63.8 62.1 62.0
1000 63.5 63.9 64.2 63.0 63.7
2000 65.2 66.7 66.7 69.7 69.0
4000 74.4 73.2 73.2 79.7 79.2

Ru-En

100 62.7 63.9 64.0 61.7 62.0
200 63.1 64.5 64.3 62.6 63.1
500 63.7 65.3 65.3 64.0 64.3
1000 64.0 66.8 66.4 66.8 66.4
2000 68.2 69.4 69.5 72.9 73.1
4000 89.3 77.4 77.4 89.3 89.3

Table 5: P@1 for combined cyclic method (Figure 4. One may begin from either IterProc (“Start: Procrustes") or
SGM (“Start: SGM"), and may pull final hypotheses from either Procrustes (“-PullProc") or SGM (“-PullSGM").
“Prev. Best" is best result from previous experiments (excluding active learning). Bold is best overall.

the amount of available seeds), so either may
be favorable given the specific data context.
SGM appears favorable with less seeds.

2. SGM can be run iteratively, but does not im-
prove as rapidly as Iterative Procrustes. Both
benefit from stochasticity, and active learning
can provide strong improvement.

3. Procrustes and SGM can be effectively com-
bined to outperform either alone.

Our work has limitations which should be ad-
dressed by future analyses. We use clean, well-
trained embeddings from the same domain. Pre-
vious work has shown Procrustes to struggle with
poorly-trained and low-resource word embedding
spaces, and for well-trained embeddings in mis-
matched domains (e.g., Marchisio et al., 2020). In
these cases, SGM might benefit from a different
distance metric. A detailed analysis should be per-
formed when data is many-to-many, as translation
is naturally a many-to-many task. One might revisit
word vectors based on co-occurrence statistics. The
size of training and test sets should be increased,
as the presence of more synonyms/antonyms and
other “distractor" words may elicit different behav-
ior. There are computational considerations as we
scale-up, particularly for SGM.

8 Related Work

Matching words using vector representations be-
gan with vectors based on co-occurrence statis-

tics. Rapp (1995) and Fung (1995) induce bilin-
gual lexica based on the principle that words that
frequently co-occur in one language have trans-
lations that co-occur frequently in another. Diab
and Finch (2000) extend this by measuring similar-
ity between words based on co-occurrence vectors
and matching words across language by preserving
these similarities. Mikolov et al. (2013) are the
first to perform BLI over word embeddings, esti-
mating the transformation matrix using stochastic
gradient descent. Most recent work solves a vari-
ation of the generalized Procrustes problem (e.g.,
Conneau et al., 2018; Artetxe et al., 2016b, 2017;
Patra et al., 2019; Artetxe et al., 2018b; Doval et al.,
2018; Joulin et al., 2018; Jawanpuria et al., 2019;
Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola, 2018). Zhang et al.
(2020) learn a mapping that overfits to training
pairs thus enforcing “hard-seeding", while Ruder
et al. (2018) enforce a one-to-one constraint on the
output for BLI.

Some BLI work uses graph based methods im-
plicitly or explicitly. Artetxe et al. (2018a) form
an initial solution with similarity matrices and re-
fine with iterative Procrustes. Grave et al. (2019b)
optimize “Procrustes in Wasserstein Distance", em-
ploying a quadratic assignment formulation and the
Frank-Wolfe method. Ren et al. (2020) form CSLS
similarity matrices, iteratively extract cliques, and
map with Procrustes. Gutierrez-Vasques and Mijan-
gos (2017) create a weighted graph of translation
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candidates then create word vectors with Node2Vec
(Grover and Leskovec, 2016). Wushouer et al.
(2013) use graphs for a source, target, and pivot lan-
guage to iteratively extract translation pairs based
on heuristics. Our active learning approach is in-
spired by Yuan et al. (2020).

9 Conclusion

We perform the first detailed analysis of the con-
sequences of framing BLI either as a Euclidean
problem solved by the common Procrustes solution
with nearest-neighbor search, or as a graph-based
matching problem solved with SGM. We show that
each performs differently under different data con-
texts, with SGM preferred with low amounts of
seeds. We compare iterative versions of SGM and
Procrustes, and find that stochasticity benefits both.
Finally, we create a combined system that outper-
forms individual Procrustes and SGM approaches.
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A Appendix for: An Analysis of
Euclidean vs. Graph-Based Framing
for Bilingual Lexicon Induction from
Word Embedding Spaces

A.1 Mathematical Notation

⊕ is the direct sum of matrices:

Is ⊕ P =

[
Is 0
0 P

]
A.2 Simple Example of Seeded Graph

Matching

Recall the constrained optimization objective for
seeded graph matching:

arg min
P∈Πn−s

‖Gx − (Is ⊕ P )Gy(Is ⊕ P )T ‖2F

Let x1, x2, x3, x4 ∈ X and y1, y2, y3, y4 ∈ Y . To
more clearly see the effect, each of the vectors is
orthogonal to all others but not unit length. We
create the graphs as below, where each Gxij =
〈xi, xj〉 (equivalently for Gyij ∈ Gy). We take
(x1, y1) as a seed.

Gx =


2 0 0 0
0 2 0 0
0 0 3 0
0 0 0 4

 , Gy =


1 0 0 0
0 3 0 0
0 0 4 0
0 0 0 2


To minimize Gx −Gy, we swap y2 to y3, y3 to y4,
and y4 to y2 using P as below:

P =

0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0


Let G′y = (Is ⊕ P )Gy(Is ⊕ P )T :

G′y =


1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0




1 0 0 0
0 3 0 0
0 0 4 0
0 0 0 2




1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0



=


1 0 0 0
0 2 0 0
0 0 3 0
0 0 0 4


We note that this choice for G′y (and therefore P )
minimizes Equation 5. The solutions we extract
as translation pairs from Gx and Gy are therefore
(x1, y1), (x2, y4), (x3, y2), (x4, y3).

A.3 Seeded Graph Matching
This section describes Seeded Graph Matching
(Fishkind et al., 2019). Let Gx, Gy ∈ Rn×n

be graphs representing the relationships between
words in word embedding spaces X,Y ∈ Rn×d,
respectively. We use cosine similarity as the mea-
sure of distance when weighting the edges, and
therefore the resulting graphs are undirected and
symmetric. To form Gx, we may normalize the
embeddings in X so that Gx = XXT . We create
Gy similarly.

Assume seeds {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), ...(xs, ys)}
are given. We formulate this constrained optimiza-
tion problem as below:

arg min
P∈Πn−s

‖Gx − (Is ⊕ P )Gy(Is ⊕ P )T ‖2F (5)

We understand (Is ⊕ P )Gy(Is ⊕ P )T as the at-
tempt to “move" the rows/columns of the graph Gy

such that its rows/columns are in the same order
as Gx, which is equivalent to relabeling the edges
in Gy. Rows/columns in Gx and Gy after reorder-
ing that have the same index are then extracted as
translations of one another.

We rearrange Equation 5 to be more tractable for
optimization. Letting G′y = (Is⊕P )Gy(Is⊕P )T ,
we perform the below:7

arg min
P∈Πn−s

〈Gx −G′y, Gx −G′y〉F

= arg min
P∈Πn−s

||Gx||2F + ||Gy||2F − 2 · tr(GT
xG
′
y)

= arg min
P∈Πn−s

− 2 · tr(GT
xG
′
y)

= arg max
P∈Πn−s

tr(GT
x (Is ⊕ P )Gy(Is ⊕ P )T )

Because the original objective is non-convex, the
constraint on P is relaxed to being a doubly-
stochastic matrix8 P ∈ Dn−s, which is the convex
hull of the set of permutation matrices (Birkhoff-
Von Neumann Theorem). The resulting optimiza-
tion objective is thus:

= arg max
P∈Dn−s

tr(GT
x (Is ⊕ P )Gy(Is ⊕ P )T )

(6)

7Recall the definition of norm: ||x|| =
√

〈x, x〉, proper-
ties of the inner product, the trace definition of Frobenius inner
product whereby 〈A,B〉F = tr(BTA), and the fact that a
permutation matrix’s transpose is its inverse.

8All rows/columns sum to 1.


